When Hurricane Harvey hit Texas and Louisiana, it left in its wake many victims. Shelters that were already full worked with rescues to move their current residents out, making room for Harvey’s survivors. Shelter animals were then sent to rescues and foster homes further north.

And that’s where Amy’s story began. A nurse in Claremont, OK, she’s a disaster and emergency volunteer with the Medical Reserve Corp. A lifelong animal lover with 5 dogs and 3 cats, Amy jumped at the chance to help when the Corp sent its call for volunteers.

Amy was part of the team that assisted the Bixby Oklahoma Humane Society animal shelter, cleaning cages, vetting dogs, and preparing them for airport transport to northern locations.

As her shift was ending, volunteers were placing dogs and cats into carriers, then lifting them onto the airplane that would fly them to a new life. But when Amy returned the next day, one carrier remained.

...when Amy returned the next day, one carrier remained.

When Amy asked why, she was told there was something wrong with the dog’s back. He was not healthy and not adoptable. Amy had a sinking feeling as to the dog’s fate. She opened the cage door that said, ‘ARNIE’.

Peeking out was a small Boxer mix. To Amy’s shock, she saw that the dog’s back legs were useless, but Amie was still dragging himself toward her with his front legs and wagging his tail!

Amy’s heart broke into a million pieces. Only a year old, he was obviously in poor health but Amie didn’t seem to know that.
As you know, The Mosby Foundation’s mission is to help dogs in peril. The recent devastation caused by natural disasters has left thousands of people and their pets at risk. Thankfully, many organizations sprang into action to help the people affected by these catastrophes.

With the help of many organizations and dedicated volunteers, we were able to provide two fully-loaded 18-wheelers of food and supplies for the thousands of animal victims endangered by Hurricane Harvey in Texas. Currently, we are having a fund drive to help the small struggling Humane Society in Vieques, a small island that is a part of Puerto Rico. Having extremely limited resources for normal operations, the influx of dogs following the storm’s devastation has overwhelmed and rendered them desperate.

We request that our supporters please consider a donation of any size to help these at-risk animals. If so, please mark your donation “Vieques dogs”. Your help can literally mean the difference between life and death. With your support, we will continue to “spring into action” to help not only these dogs, but other dogs in dire need as well.

In support of canines,

David Fitt
President

BRAVO!

Thanks to CRACK THE CODE ESCAPE ROOM, LLC for hosting a special event to raise funds to support our mission of helping dogs in need. You all ROCK!

DR. STACY REEDER, YVONNE COFFEY, DAVID FITT, ANDREW MOOMAW, RENEE HERRELL AND CAROLE ADAMS for working so hard at Dayton Days! A giant THANK YOU to all of you who supported us during this event....We ALL made a difference for a lot of dogs in need!

2018 Calendars on Sale NOW!

Go to our website:
info@themosbyfoundation.org

Only $13.00 including shipping; and proceeds benefit the dogs!
Harvey. She was relieved and surprised that her own animal crew fully embraced their newest member, even the cats!

Then she talked to Mutt Nation volunteers about how to get help for her dog. They told her to get in touch with The Mosby Foundation. “They are a very loving organization,” they told her.

And that’s exactly what she did. When we saw Harvey’s condition and that adorable face, we, too, were smitten, and made a substantial grant towards his new life. Without the support of our generous donors, who wanted to help dogs in need affected by Hurricane Harvey, this grant would not have been possible.

“I don’t know what I would have done without The Mosby Foundation,” Amy gushed. “It was an answer to a prayer.”

The day that Amy dropped Harvey off for surgery, he was still wagging his tail, licking her, and trying to walk. “Harvey’s just bound and determined that nothing is going to get him down,” she said, her admiration for him plain to see.

The surgery was a difficult one but it didn’t get in the way of Harvey’s strong will to live and enjoy life. The vet had to place one rod in his leg and clean up the other one. It will take three months before Amy will see an improvement in Harvey’s walking. In six months, he should be in good shape.

But Harvey didn’t know all that. He just wanted to be with his human. Although he had been under anesthesia for 2½ hours, when he saw Amy, he started wagging his tail. Harvey did so well, the vet let Amy take him home that night!

Just 48 hours later, wearing the Elizabethan collar, Harvey was still wagging his tail and trying to walk. “I’ve never seen anything like it,” was all Amy could say.

But the story doesn’t end there. Amy is in a doctoral program and writing her dissertation on reducing test anxiety with dog therapy. As part of her dissertation, she will bring therapy dogs in to play with students before they take their exams. She wants to see if it helps students lower their stress and get better test scores.

“Harvey will be perfect for this!” She exclaimed. “He’s got such a sweet disposition and he’s so smart and loving.”

Amy is over the moon excited about Harvey’s new career. His natural compassion and gentle nature will be a huge plus for stressed out students. And let’s face it, any job that allows Harvey to wag his tail and hand out dog kisses is a winner!

“Thank you, Amy, but here’s what we think is amazing: That these two souls somehow called to each other without ever knowing it. What’s amazing is how the humane society kept a dog that would normally have been slated for euthanasia. What’s amazing is that same dog was placed aboard a bus and sent to the Bixby Oklahoma Humane Society animal shelter.

And there, in the midst of crisis and chaos, a dog that didn’t know how to be sad, waited his turn for happiness...and found it.”
Gimme Shelter
We are helping so many dogs, we do not have space to list them all!

**Spartacus, Hastings, FL**
Spartacus was recently diagnosed with Lymphoma. His mom reached out for assistance for him to receive chemo treatment. Thanks to The Petco Foundation & Blue Buffalo Pet Foods, he is getting the required treatment and is getting back to his old self again!

**Newman, Muskegon, MI**
When Newman was re-homed, he was limping and had breathing issues. The doctor discovered a 4-6 week old fracture, that had stopped his leg from growing, needing amputation. Additionally, he was diagnosed with brachycephalic syndrome causing his breathing difficulties. The Petco and Mosby Foundations assisted with his surgeries and he is now on his way to a happy, healthy life!

**Buddha, Winter Park, FL**
Buddha had complications during gastric bloat and torsion surgery causing PVC heart arrhythmia and pancreatitis. We contributed to his treatment, and he is now stable and on his way to a full recovery!

**Barney, Antioch, TN**
Due to risk of spreading cancer cells, a swift surgery was needed to address a tumor that had developed on Barney’s anal gland. He is thankful for generous donors who made it all possible so he can continue a happy, healthy life!

**Harvey, North Hollywood, CA**
Harvey, The Marvelous Houdini “Love Bug”, is an assistance and therapy dog to his human mom who rescued him at only 3 months old. They then learned that Harvey had lymphoma. Through grants from The Petco Foundation & Blue Buffalo Pet Foods, he is receiving treatments and getting back to his old tricks.

**Malachi, The Colony, TX**
Malachi was on antibiotics for a dew claw injury; however, with its location and his active lifestyle, re-injury was just a matter of time. Thanks to our amazing donors and supporters, Malachi can now get back to regular activity, free from pain and worry!

**2Pawz, Mesa, AZ**
Blood transfusions to help with 2Pawz’s Immune Mediated Hemolytic Anemia (IMHA) were needed, in addition to constant monitoring and care from his mom and doctors. Thanks to the generous supporters of The Mosby Foundation, he is getting stronger everyday!

**Bear, Spring Valley, CA**
From Bear: “I was having trouble with my eye when my doctor determined that my third eyelid needed to be removed. Now I am pain free thanks to my friends at The Mosby Foundation.”

continued on page 5
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Oliver, San Leandro, CA
Oliver is doing well after his bilateral cataract surgery. We were happy to be able to contribute to his surgery, and he is seeing much better these days!

Duke, Eugene, OR
Thanks to all of our generous donors, Duke’s tumor on his jaw was safely removed. He has recovered well and is doing great!

Gracie, North Hills, CA
Gracie was really sick with an intestinal bowel obstruction and dehydration. Thanks to our donors, she was able to have the surgery to get back on track.

Mikado, Holiday, FL
Mikado’s person, a disabled USAF Desert Storm Veteran, had many personal hardships. When he learned of Mikado’s cancerous anal gland tumor, he immediately sought assistance to save the life of his canine companion. We assisted with treatment so the two of them can share many more memories together.

Fancy, Winder, GA
A serious tooth infection was jeopardizing Fancy’s quality of life and the vet determined that all of her teeth needed to be removed. She can now grin again thanks to her friends at The Mosby Foundation.

Precious, Washougal, WA
When Precious was viciously attacked by another dog, her jugular vein was severed and she lost a lot of blood. Her recovery was looking grim and the veterinarian didn’t have much hope for her survival. Thanks to The Mosby Foundation donors and grants, Precious received the lifesaving surgery and has made a full recovery.

Mater, Happy Valley, OR
Mater’s chipped molar was causing him a lot of pain and keeping him from his happy and active lifestyle. With our help, he received the treatment he needed and is back to his old self again.

Shady, Garland, TX
Shady’s mom had successfully fundraised for his chemo & radiation and just needed help with the last weeks of treatments. The Mosby Foundation was glad to assist.

Coco, Williamsburg, VA
Coco is recovering nicely after a large mass was removed from her belly. Her mom is so grateful for the assistance she received from The Mosby Foundation so her baby can feel better again!

continued on page 6
Reese, Chesapeake, OH
The Petco Foundation & Blue Buffalo Pet Foods grants and our generous donors made possible the removal of a tumor. Reese is now on his way to a full recovery.

Mack, Ravenal, SC
Mack received treatment for heartworms thanks to the generous donors of The Mosby Foundation! We have encouraged his human mom to please keep him on heartworm preventive in the future.

Kiki, Modesto, CA
Kiki’s human mom lost her husband, and they had to move in with a close family member. Shortly after settling in, Kiki developed tumors on the right side of her torso which needed to be removed. Thanks to the generosity of The Mosby Foundation donors, Kiki and her “mom” can begin the healing process they so desperately need.

Love’s Last Stand
Corpus Christi, TX
Buck
by Susan Vincent

Here at The Mosby Foundation, we hear a lot of stories about pets. Sometimes we choose not to tell a pet’s story because the story itself is too graphic and too sad.

That was the case with Buck, a beautiful Husky in Texas. When I heard Buck’s story I was moved to tears and extremely angry. I knew his story was a powerful one but neither Carole nor I thought we should tell it because of the abuse Buck received.

But Buck wouldn’t let me go. He woke me up at night and my throat would choke with tears. His was a story that needed to be told. But how could I do that without alienating our compassionate readers?

After thinking about it (a lot), Carole and I decided to share an overview of Buck’s life with you. We know how incredibly caring you are towards animals, and we know you would want to send prayers to Patricia who is grieving.

Patricia found Buck chained in a stable at a so-called ranch. Just 4 years old, he lived his whole life on this chain. Beaten almost daily, Buck survived on rats and mice.

Patricia notified animal control and the dog was surrendered to her care. Many horses were also removed. It took some time for Buck to trust her. But once he figured out that this human meant him no harm and loved him, he blossomed.

In chronic pain and constantly limping, Patricia would take Buck to five veterinarians before the problem was diagnosed. His left leg had been fractured in three places and had healed incorrectly. Buck also had a tumor.

To say that Patricia adored Buck is putting it mildly. Even though she was the sole breadwinner in her family, (her husband was recovering from two heart attacks), she was determined to find the money to have Buck’s leg removed.

Her vet, also moved by the abuse Buck had endured, worked with her and basically agreed to do the amputation at cost. Patricia raised a chunk of money with a GoFundMe account and The Mosby Foundation helped her with the rest.

Ecstatic, Patricia could not wait for her baby to be out of pain. But a three-hour surgery turned into a 10-hour surgery. The tumor had wrapped itself around anything and everything, making it difficult to remove.

Sometime during the night, after the surgery, Buck’s soul lifted from his battered body and crossed the Rainbow Bridge. Patricia was devastated. She blamed herself for not staying with him through the night. But grief and powerful love do that.

My feeling is that Buck crossed the Rainbow Bridge a very happy dog. For the first time in his life he was whole and without pain.

But what makes his passing tolerable is that Buck knew love before he died. Real love; love that surrenders all, gives all, and expects nothing.

How many dogs in Buck’s situation get to cross over with that kind of joy settled in their souls?

I ask that you say a prayer for Patricia and for all the Bucks in this world. The honor these dogs have lived is unfathomable to us.

The love we can send them, even now, is immeasurable.

If you would like to help The Mosby Foundation help the Bucks of this world, please make a donation in Buck’s memory. 🐾
Last October I e-mailed you that Fiasco’s cancer had returned and I had decided not to put him through another surgery and chemo treatment. Fiasco was not expected to make it to the new year. Well!!! Here it is July 2017 and Fiasco is still with me. His quality of life has not diminished. He is happy and healthy and continues to baffle his veterinarian. At his last check up, his cancer has not progressed since it was diagnosed. Please continue to keep Fiasco in your prayers. That is the only thing that is keeping him with me!

Have a Blessed Day!
Alex
Georgetown, TX

I cannot thank The Mosby Foundation enough for their extreme generosity. It has been such a heartwarming and rewarding experience to work so diligently at getting this lovable girl back to being a healthy, happy puppy. The Mosby Foundation’s gift has given Hope the second chance she so desperately needed to find peace, love, and a forever home. As she begins her journey on the road to recovery, there is nowhere else I’d rather be than walking beside her. Please accept my deepest gratitude for loving animals as much as I do and for helping us to reach our goal.

Sincerely,
Jillian and Hope
Midland, TX

Update on Laila’s surgery. The Mast Cell Tumor was successfully removed on 7/18/17 and sent off for testing. We are anxiously awaiting the results as our little girl heals at home. Thank you for your generous pledge toward her surgery. I would have liked to meet Mosby. He sounds like a very special companion! On behalf of all the others you continue to help thank you for your generosity and humanitarian deeds.

God Bless,
Ramona, Mike & Laila Bradshaw
Tazewell, VA

I want to thank you SO much for the generosity. Because of your organization, Scout was able to get the surgery he needed to CURE his cancer!!

Best,
Scout & MK Shanahan
Burlington, VT

continued on page 8
I just can’t say thank you enough for your kindness, support and generosity. It was truly a blessing. My heart is filled with so much gratitude for the gift you have given to us both. Because of your donation Jimmy can still walk on all 4 legs and is able to spend another day sharing his love to so many. A million thanks.

Anthea & Jimmy Dean
Irvine, CA

I just wanted to give you an update on my Golden Retriever Kloie. With your financial assistance, I was able to have the ACL surgery which was a huge success. It has been a long road to recovery, but with the numerous exercises & follow-up appointments, she has done remarkably well for her age. Thank you so much for your support & assistance!

Yvonne Coffey
Staunton, VA

I am absolutely floored by The Mosby Foundation and Petco’s generosity! I have goosebumps and am next to tears. This little dog, Piper, is my whole world and you are helping so much to help get her feeling like the wild redhead she is. Please let the board and everyone else involved know how thankful I am! Thank you again so very much. I still can’t get over the generosity!

Best,
Nadia Westra & Piper!
Wheat Ridge, CO

I would like to take the time to say thank you to The Mosby Foundation!!! I’m writing to let you know that the Chemo treatment will start next week. My sister and I are planning on helping by giving a donation when Snickers is finished with his chemo.

Thank you from the bottom of my heart and Snickers heart. We love what you are able to do.

Again Thanks.
Lacresha Hulin
Ft. Worth, TX

To all friends at The Mosby Foundation, the vet said everything looked good with Barney’s drain and to come back in 3-5 days. I called today for the results of the CORD. His tumor is a malignant adeno-carcinoma. They got clean margins but not as big as they would have liked. Typical expectancy is about a year. I turned down radiation and chemo for palliative care. He and I wouldn’t be happy with extended vet stays in kennels. We plan on making him a bucket list and living life until he’s hurting. Blood work needs to be done every 1-2 months. Chest X-ray in 6 months. Not the best news but not horrible. We are both stubborn and strong willed so we will just fight on.

Mary McCarthy
Antioch, TN

Thank you so much for helping our Bella get the surgery she needed to remove the large cyst on her back. She has recovered well and feeling like her old self again!! Thank you and God bless all of you.

Stephanie Frasier
Fort Pierce, FL

Duke is doing very well after the removal of the tumor in his jaw area! He is now 4 days post-op and hates the the cone he has to wear. He is such an important member of our little family. That you so much for the grant and support!

Love,
Jacy, Duke, Zach and Dom Hoover
Eugene, OR

continued on page 10
On Any Given Day
Moses Lake, WA

Almost three years later, Annette still found it difficult to ride in a car. If she saw a fender bender, she would have a panic attack. A friend suggested she had PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder. “I thought that only happened to soldiers,” she said.

Annette did some research and learned that victims of PTSD often are helped with service or therapy dogs. It just so happened that a friend of hers was fostering a six-month old German Shepherd puppy that she thought would be a good fit for Annette.

When Annette walked into her friend’s house, she sat down on the couch. The puppy immediately got up, jumped up on the couch, and looked directly into Annette’s eyes. “That was it,” she said with a smile. “I knew that Sherman was the one.”

“IT was like he was saying, ‘You’re getting too anxious, mom. You need to take a deep breath,’” Annette told us.

But it wasn’t just Annette who benefited from Sherman’s compassionate nature. Sherman helped other victims of drunk drivers through Annette’s work with MADD, Mothers Against Drunk Driving.

Annette has seen Sherman zero in on a little boy, who survived a car crash because of a hit and run drunk driver, playing with him, rolling over belly up, all while the little boy whispered secrets into his ear. (Sherman doesn’t do belly up for just anyone.)

Sherman has helped families in the courtroom who have to remain silent while evidence of wrongdoing is presented. For one father, seeing pictures of his son’s bicycle helmet buried into the grill of a van nearly had him in a blind fury.

Sherman calmly walked up to where the man was seated and offered his paw. Startled, the man reached out and stroked Sherman’s head, allowing him the time he needed to regain control. ‘Sherman knows who the victims are. He knows who needs him,” Annette said.

Annette also began to notice that the slight bend in Sherman’s foot had become more pronounced. So, she took him to the vet who ruled out any previous break. He then referred her to Washington State University Veterinary Hospital. There, Sherman was diagnosed with Carpal Valgus Limb Deformity. No cause was ever determined. However, arthritis was forming in his elbow and wrist.

If left untreated, the disease would take over and amputation would be required. To fix the problem both the ulna and radius bones would have to be cut, pins inserted into them, then an external structure much like scaffolding would have to be created.

Annette also noticed that Sherman’s right foot was slightly turned out, but she didn’t think anything of it at the time.

She took Sherman to puppy training classes at Petco, then later, adult dog training classes. Sherman excelled at all the classes. It was like he was born for it, as if those classes opened a door for Sherman, allowing a natural talent to bloom.

It wasn’t long before Annette realized how much those training classes had groomed Sherman for a larger role in life.

Whenever she felt anxious, she would call Sherman and rest her hand on his paw to ground herself. It didn’t take Sherman long to know before Annette when she felt anxious. He would come to her and lift his paw and place it on her knee.

Fortunately, her granddaughter would fully recover and she would have no memory of that terrible day. But for Annette, “It’s a day my husband and I can’t forget. We cannot get those images out of our heads.”

She and Wyatt suffered neck and back injuries, deep bruising on their wrists, and internal bruising on their internal organs. The driver had no insurance and no driver’s license. Even after Annette’s insurance paid for their hospital expenses, the couple was left with $24,000 of medical debt.

Then there would be a 12-week follow up. WSU will adjust the pins to straighten the bones, allowing for new bone growth. The surgery, as you can imagine, is very expensive.

Because Annette does not like to ask for help, she tried to raise the funds herself by selling items. She quickly learned that her efforts were not enough. Annette then set

continued on page 10
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Precious is the sweetest, most loving dog (she thinks she is human.) Precious’s jugular was severed and she lost a lot of blood because of a dog attack. My daughter and I quickly applied pressure that ultimately saved her life. The vet didn’t have much hope, but we didn’t give up. She is going to make a FULL recovery. Thanks to The Mosby Foundation for helping us fund her lifesaving surgery. We don’t know how we could go home without her big loving eyes and wagging tail. I can’t express the gratitude I have for all the help you all gave us. Thank you just doesn’t cover it!

Kristin & Jackie
Everett, WA

Oh thank you so very very much! I cannot begin to express how much this means to me and my Jackie. This honestly brought tears to my eyes because it’s been such a fight trying to get her help. I have my own guilt for having financial issues preventing me from being the best dog mom I could be. This couldn’t have come at a better time. Bless you and your organization. Thank you from my heart. thank you.

Vicki & Demi
Murfreesboro, TN

Demi is now 12 1/2 (we think) and still battles Cushing’s but continues to do fairly well with her daily meds. The vet has been so wonderful for the past 5 years. The average time most dogs live past diagnosis is 3-4 years. It’s now been FIVE years and she’s still with me, my sweet trusting companion and the calming presence on my bed every night. I know she never would have made it this far without your support. Blessings and gratitude for all you do to in memory of Mosby!

On Any Given Day
continued from page 9

up a GoFundMe page and began seeking out other foundations for help. That’s when she found The Mosby Foundation.

In the meantime, Sherman kept working alongside Annette with MADD. At the end of a day, Annette would take him to the dog park to run and play. But even that proved too painful for Sherman. His leg hurt so much he began to snap at other animals.

For now, Sherman stays away from the dog park, and is on anti-inflammatories to help reduce the pain.

When Sherman’s application crossed The Mosby Foundation’s desk, we knew we wanted to help. This dog’s work with victims of drunk drivers was so important. How could we say no? The world needs Sherman’s natural talent for comfort and healing.

Annette was thrilled that we would help her. “I am so grateful to The Mosby Foundation for making this happen,” she told us. We encouraged her to also seek out other organizations to further cover the surgery’s expense, which she did.

We’re glad to say that other non-profits have joined in to help Sherman continue his work. His surgery has been scheduled for later this Fall. Annette is thrilled!

Penny is home! Penny greeted us like nothing had happened! They said she woke up from anesthesia happy! Her biggest complaint is the mandatory 2-week collar! It’s beyond obtrusive in our cozy house, but she’s managing. Thank you for your prayers and support! They have been a great encouragement. I’m so grateful for the skilled vets who navigated her early care with expertise and compassion.

Thanks for everything!
Janey Goude
Lexington, SC

This would not have happened without The Mosby Foundation’s substantial contribution,” a grateful Annette told us. We’re just happy to be part of the financial team that will allow Sherman to continue his very important job.

We know all too well that on any given day, anyone of us could be riding along enjoying life, only to have tragedy strike. That’s why Sherman needs to be there, for the boy on his bicycle, for the father whose love is bound up in rage, and for all the victims who seek release and respond when a dog places his paw on their knee.
Memorials

IN HONOR OF PEOPLE

God Bless you all for the loving work you do with/for God’s wonderful creatures, from Gail Hokoana

ROYCE & PAM GIBSON, thanks for letting us make your hay. Thank You! Susan & Mike Cromer

The hard working STAFF of THE MOSBY FOUNDATION, from Sheila & Ray Roeder

WESTMINSTER ANIMAL HOSPITAL, WESTMINSTER, VT, from Wendy Cross

HENLEY GABEAU, from Jean T. Hoffman

THE MOSBY FOUNDATION, for all you do! From Mary & Alan Martin

ISABELLA DONOVAN, from Louise Moccia

Love to ALL THOSE DOGS WITHOUT HOMES, from Carin Sikora

DR. STACY REEDER on her birthday, from Becky Lane

DEB MATTHEWS & CHEY LARSON, on their recent marriage....Congratulations!! from Jeanne & Mike Roush

IN MEMORY OF PEOPLE

MARGEBOO TH, from Linda Greene from Moon Shadow Farm from Supply One Weyers Cave from Juliette & Douglas Ehlers from Arnold & Stella Hildebrand we love you, from Brooks Tuttle and Leisa Timmons from Hope Gillespie, Travis Hostetter & Cheyenne, Rachel Hostetter & Bret, and Makayla Hostetter & Bailey

JOHN LAMBIE, a very dear friend & dog lover, from Lonnlie & Vicki Soles

WANDA GRIZZEL, fond of all animals, her adopted cat Garfield will miss her care and attention, from Pat Grizzle

LINDSEY REYNOLDS, from Jean T. Hoffman

IN MEMORY OF DOGS

SOPHIE, from Janice Ballinger

MOSBY ADAMS, with much love, Jan Johnson

NEIL, who passed away quite suddenly in May. Neill was treasured by owner Susan Aronson and was a high spirited dog who enjoyed life. Neill lives on in Susan’s heart forever, from Gail Hokoana

CHESTER FERGUSON, the ‘gentle giant’, from Henley Gabeau

ROSIE, my sweet girl who took part of my heart with her, from Marilyn Ross

NIKKI, from Linda & Christopher Fleet

JESSIE, sweet loved dog child of Johnny & Carole Adams, from Lonnie & Vicki Soles

MERCEDES BENZA, much loved dog of Jim & Wendy Molodich, from Lonnie & Vicki Soles

BELLA, precious dog child of Don & Jenne Klotz, from Lonnie & Vicki Soles

BAILEY MCCURDY, the most precious, precocious, fun, “bad boy” beagle ever! I will miss you and your hysterical antics forever, love Carole Adams

BAILEY, beloved dog of Mollie McCurdy, from Beverly Faulkner

BAILEY, in loving memory of my comical, precious, “Bad Boy” Bailey, from Mollie McCurdy

WIGGY DEMATTE, from Nina Jackson

MOKEY, LOUIE, & CHELSEA, from Malinda Kaye Eavers

WINNIE the POOH, beloved pet of the Tom Eggers Family, from Debra Gilbert

CLOVER & SHADOW DYER, from Kay Pfaltz

LADY & LUCKY, our favorite dogs, from Carol Childress

CLARKE, from Lynne Gilbert

BRETTA, a yellow lab, born in innocence on October 5, 1995 who became a living model of unconditional love and devotion. RIP August 29, 2008, from Bruno & Hazel Giraldi

MAGGIE, SAMMIE, & LOLA TURRENTINE, three very lucky girls, from Gail Ferguson

CASEY & ISABELLA, beloved dogs from Barbara & Jim Bradley

MOLLIE, our 10 year old Blue Heeler who we had to PTS on 8-19-17 due to a cancerous tumor, from Sue & David Solimine

JACK, from Debbie Armstrong

MAGGIE, a precious black Dachshund, from Betty Shirley

SIMON, beloved 12 year old yellow lab, from Cindy Benz

OSA beloved companion, from Wendy Cross

SKYLAR BYRNE, the sweetest Corgi I have ever known. A gentle, loving, special girl, from Barbara Amatucci

ROSCOE, beloved 8 year old German Shepherd of Jim & Dawn Trace, from Robert & Cheryl Bass

STAR, beloved dog of Jim Manning & Sandy Schanfler, from Dianne DeMay

HAPPY, from Diane & Braxon Nagle

Scooter HARRIS, the best kitty ever! From Thomas & Barbara Amatucci

BRICK, The Mosby Foundation gave me an extra 2.5 years with my big, dopey, sweet boy, from Carin Sikora

BINKY TREVINO a sweet, gentle, loving kitty, from Barbara & Tom Amatucci

BETSY HUGHES, beloved friend and companion of Cathy & Chase Hughes, from Sylvia Baldwin

COPPER BOHALL, who was loved and will be missed, from Barb Amatucci

IN HONOR OF DOGS

FOR THE LOVE OF MOSBY, and all critters, from Michael Reday

DAISY, German Shepherd rescue failure – now 10 years old and loving life!! from Dave & Sue Solimine

PEPPER VISCONTI, from Louise Moccia

MOSBY, our cat! From Julia Morelli
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

“It came to me that every time I lose a dog they take a piece of my heart with them. And every new dog who comes into my life gifts me with a piece of their heart. If I live long enough, all the components of my heart will be dog, and I will become as generous and loving as they are.”

— Unknown

Mosby’s Mission

The Mosby Foundation is organized exclusively for charitable purposes, to assist in the care of critically sick, injured, abused and neglected dogs through financial support and public education. We are a 501(C)3 non-profit organization.

Donors List

Aeard, David and Susan
Adams, Charitable Gift Fund
Aldizer, Frederick
Amarante, Thomas and Barbara
Amazon Smiles
Ambrose, Ralph
Armstrong, Deborah
Armstrong, Judith
Aronson, S.L.
Bailey, Sherry
Baldwin, Sylvia
Baldwin, Vicki
Ballenger, Janice
Baragana, Kathy
Barclay, David
Bass, Robert
Bensinger, Nancy
Bertand, Sherri
Best, Barbara
Black, Jr., Hunter and Martha
Bodley, Julia
Bowers, Kandis and Scott
Bradley, Barbara and Jim
Brady, Rosemary
Breed, Susan
Breethroat, Barbara
Breethroat, Jennifer
Brennard, John
Brown, David and Gail
Cangialosi, Jane
Cardozo, Leila
Cassano, Kerry
Casen, Nanny
Casias, Maria-Adele
Casias, Tina-Marie
Chat Your Tail Bakery
CIFRR, LLC
Childrens, C.L.
Christy, Constance
Cicciarelli, Carol
Clark, Susan and Raymond
Cleal, M.N.
Commonwealth Pizza
Community Pet Outreach
Cotellis, Linda
Coyner, Lynn
Coyner, T. Peyton and Carol
Creek Band Escapade Room, LLC
Crockett, Jimma
Cromer, D. Michael and Susan
Cruse, Wendy
Cushman, Brooks Lucas
Dallas Baby Nurse
Daily, Judy, Tara
Daniel, James and Mary
Dean, Diane and Lorrie
Dek, Elizabeth
Dennay, Diane and Jeffrey Scott
Diaz, Beatriz
Dobbs, Kathryn
Dratch, Robert and Michele
Dudley, Jill
Dunlop, S.C.
Duffy, Sara
Dyer, Sharon
Estes, Kathleen
Evans, Malinda
Edelman, Melissa
Edinger, Shannon
Edwards, Ivan and Dianna
Eilers, Julie and Douglass
English Enterprises
Evans, Christine
Faulkner, II, William and Beverly
Fenoglio, Debbie
Ferguson, Gail and William
Frewick, Raymond
Frick, Deborah
Friel, Christopher and Linda
Fischer, Donna
Frisinger, Cassandra
Gabeau, Herley
Gallagher, Kathryn
Grant, Jr., Pedro
Gavill, Jill
Geier, Danielle and Joel
Gilbert, Dan and Debra
Giraldo, Bruno and Hazel
Goodrich, Julia
Goodrow, III, George and Sharon
Goodley, Steven
Gonsell, Michelle
Gorten, Tiffany
Graha, Robert
Green, Elizabeth
Greene, Linda Riddick and Kenneth
Gregory, Paula and Michael
Griffin Baker Design
Griffith, Anna
Grimm, Brenda
Grizzle, Pat
Guiffey, Barbara
Hall, Virginia
Hann, Howard
Harrell, William and Thomas Arbaugh, Jr.
Harris, Robert and Louise
Hedberg, Deborah
Herrell, Heather
Hilderbrand, Arnold and Stella
Hilderbrandt, Linda
Hillegardt, Jennifer
Hoffman, Jean
Hokmara, Gail
Holliswell, Jr. The Rev. Dr. M. Edgar and Phyliss Hall
Hope, Delight Gillville
Hovindiner, Sherry
Hudson, Heather
Humbert, D.D. and A.L.
Jackson, Carol and Jayne
Jackson, II, Ray and Nina
Jacobs, Michelle
Jahnke, Claire
Jankowski, Roland
Jimison, Theresa
Johnson, Janet
Johnson, Mary
Justice
Kahle, Brian
Kelly, Sarah S
Kiser, William
Kline, Jay H
Kniefel, Lorraine
Koontz, Raquel
Kogler
Kolakow, Sandra
Lane, Rebecca
Lee, Jennifer
Leinard, Amanda
Live, B. Clark
Lutz, Webb
Macnab, Nancy
Maness, George
Markham, Joy
Marlowe, Richard and Helen
Martin, Darice
Martin, Mary Ballew and Al
Matthews, Debra
McNamara, Nancy
McCullom, Rita
McGarry, Mollie
McClellan, Jennifer
McDermott, Janice
Meledzak, Janice
Melendez, Indiana
Meecha, Robert and Louise
Moehl, L.
Mellon, Christine
Moon, Shane
Morrell, Julia
Morgan, Shae
Murray, Deborah
Nagle, Brantin and Diane
Nash, Marilyn
Nelson, Dorothy
Network for Good
Voellette, Ruth
Oliver, Deborah
Omnesson, Kimberly
O’Connell, Patricia
Ogel, Robert
Pannell, Melody
Payne, Stephanie
PayPal Giving Fund
Pelko
Phele, Katharine
Pitt, Lisa
Presnall, Krista
Presnall, Nancy
Pruett, Frances
Rambo, Carol
Reams, Lynn
Reday, Michael
Reeder, Stacy
Reeder, Shelia and Raymond
Rahm, Beverly and Steve
Ranaweera, Ranaweera
Rao, Jr., John and Karen Irby
Rass, Marilyn
Rehbein, Jr, Samuel and Margaret
Scharrill, Vicki
Schaffer, Michael
Schlegel, Phil
Shirley, Betty and Cynthia Benz
Sieler, Lorrie
Simone, Carin
Smith, Bert and Anthea
Smith, Kimberly
Sales, Len and Vicki
Salmele, David and Sue
Spiller, Connie
Spotts, Victor and Susan
Stanley, Mary
Stiles, Paul
Supply One
Surall, Alfre
Sweeney, Dinyah, Janelle
Tallatoor, Kimberly
TenderCare Veterinary Center
Tessari, Barbara
Thomas, Cynthia and Stewart
Tankin, Martha
Travis, Diane
Trent, Leslie
Turnbull, M.E.
Turnerline, Carol
Turner, Brooks
Tyler, Ray Smith
Uhr, Brian
Vado, Cynthia
Vallee, Kevin and Janne
Wade, Susan
Walker, Carissa
Walker, Jr., Dan and Mary DeGroote
Wallace, Renee
Walker, Joseph and Darlene
Watson, Megan
Weiss, Robert and Mabel
Whipple, James and Jacqueline
Whitten, Sharon
White, Debra
Whitaker, Helga
William, Sabrina
Willett, Miles and Helene
Williamson, Karen
Williamson, P.G. and J.P. Statham
Winkler, Sheryl